'RAIDERS FOR LIFE'
Coach: FUNdamentals

Date:

Team:

Session Theme: U6-8 Sessions

Time:

Ball Boss

THEME:
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Organization:

Coaching Points:

Retrieving Game
Players start with ball in hand. They pass it to the
coach, the Ball Boss, who throws it away and they
have to bring it back as quick as they can

- for body parts if coach says hand and head - one player
uses hand and the other player's head to bring it back.
Players have to work together to solve the problem
- be creative with different movements players have to
perform

Variations:
- bring it back with different body parts
- hopping on one foot throwing it back and forth
- dribble it back with feet passing
- certain number of passes
- different parts of the foot
- coach moves around

Q: How did you two work together to bring it back with
the different body parts?
(verbal/non-verbal communication)
Q: How did you get back to the coach so quickly?
(fast passes, long passes)

THEME:
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Bump It

Organization:

Coaching Points:

Players partner up in two's. One player picks
up a soccer ball and holds it in their hands.
The second player places the ball at their feet.
On coaches command the player with the ball
at their feet dribbles the ball anywhere in the
grid. The player with the ball in their hand
attempts to hit their partner's ball. Every time
they hit their partner's ball they gain a point.

- keep the ball close
-head up, try and move away from
your partner
- change of speed/direction

Players go for 60 seconds then swap roles.

THEME:
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Freeze Tag

Organization:

Coaching Points:

Players start with a ball in their hands. One player or the coach
starts as a tagger.
When players are tagged they become frozen and stand with their
legs open holding the ball on their head.
To become unfrozen another player has to perform the following
task to free them. Players can't be tagged when in the process of
unfreezing a teammate.

- head up awareness
- communication (call your teammates
for help!)
- ABC's

Variations:
1. roll the ball through the players legs
2. roll the ball through the players legs then crawl through
3. players dribble rather than play with ball in their hands, and
have to pass the ball through the players legs
4. players pass the ball through then army crawl through the legs.

Q: How did you avoid getting tagged?

THEME:

Q: What did you do to get away from the
tagger? (Change of speed? direction?)

Handball

Organization:
Set up 15x25yd area with two 5yd end zones.
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Can give players who are dribbling a
task if their ball gets bumped
- jumping jacks
- somersault etc.

Teams can score by throwing a ball into a receiving
player in opponent's end zone. Player must catch
the ball to complete the point.
No defending in the end zones.

Coaching Points:

- eye contact/communication
- support
- width and depth
- movement

When players have ball in their hands can only take
3 steps.
Progression: players only have 3 seconds when ball
in their hands.
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